
 
 

 

  

Abstract—Gaze movement plays an important role in 
human visual search system. In literature, the 
winner-take-all method is wildly used to simulate the 
controlling of the gaze movement.  The winner-take-all is 
a type of single-cell coding method, which uses one cell 
(grandmother cell) or one response to represent an object. 
However, eye movement is affected by the visual context 
which includes more than one object in images, especially 
in target search.  Therefore, we propose to use the 
population coding with more than one response rather 
than the single-cell coding on gaze movement control. The 
proposed method is supported by the theoretical analysis 
and experiments on a real image database which show the 
population-cell-coding improves the target locating 
accuracy by 44.4% only at the cost of coding 22.4% more 
information than that of single-cell-coding.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 ingle and population cell coding mechanisms have been 
an argumentative issue in understanding human brain and 

vision functions, which has been discussed and debated in the 
special issue of Neuron Vol.24 (1) in detail. 
Single-cell-coding means using one cell (grandmother cell) 
or one response to represent one object, in terms of 
winner-take-all mechanism. Population-cell-coding uses an 
ensemble of cells or responses to represent an object, which 
implies relevant cells that encodes similar object categories, 
are fired with a certain responses. Generally it is concluded 
that both mechanisms exist in human neural system but play 
different roles [1]. 

Eye gaze movement or variation plays an important role in 
human vision information acquiring and object searching 
system.  Some research work simulates the gaze variation in 
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bottom-up and top-down modes [2-11, 23-26]. For example, 
when one searches objects in images without the knowledge 
of object scales, orientations and positions, he may moves his 
gaze to the places according to the posterior probability with 
the context between objects and environmental 
features[7,8,25-26], which is known as the top-down 
attention or the task-driven object searching. When one 
recognizes a located object, he may change his view point 
from one salient region to another [9,10] to extract key 
features according to the attraction strength or a saliency map 
[11] from the most salient to the least salient, which is known 
as the bottom-up attention or the feature-driven visual 
searching.  

Either the top-down or the bottom-up method, if they use 
the decision principles by the largest saliency or probability, 
is similar to winner-take-all or single-cell-coding mechanism 
for only one largest response is used to make decision. 
Single-cell-coding means using one cell (grandmother cell) 
or one response to represent one object. Generally eye 
movement is affected by the visual context that includes more 
than one object in images, especially in the case of target 
search. So we hypothesize that population coding with more 
than one response performs better than single-cell-coding in 
controlling the gaze movement. From the principle of 
informatics, single-cell-coding could save large coding 
quantity at the risk of losing accuracy for recognition or 
behavior control, while the population coding keeps 
information representing more stabile and accurate at the cost 
of more coding quantity. 

Experiments that applied single and population coding 
methods for target search on a real image database verify the 
hypothesis and the experimental results show that the 
population coding performs almost twice better than the 
single-cell-coding.  

 

II. FEATURES DESIGNED FOR CODING VISUAL CONTEXT 
In a top-down visual object search system, the context 

[7, 12-14] between environmental features and targets is 
usually to be learned or coded for the future prediction of 
the positions of the targets. Visual context is relative to the 
spatial relationship in terms of distances (∆x, ∆y) between 
two objects in an image respectively in the horizontal and the 
vertical directions, as shown in Fig. 1. Generally, learning 
such context is inevitable to cost a large amount of 
memory.  Choosing or designing concise and efficient 
features seem quite important. The psychological 
experimental results show that when human perceive an 
image (e.g. a human face image) only a few of neurons 
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response in his visual cortex [15].  This is the strategy of 
sparse coding for human’s visual neural system. 
Mathematically, sparse coding means that an image can be 
approximately represented by a group of sparse 
coefficients corresponding to a number of bases or 
features, which obey the super-Gaussian distribution. 
Many approaches [16-18] have been proposed for finding 
such spares bases. In addition, independent components of 
natural scenes are similar to the sparse bases [19], which 
look like edge filters [20].  

 
Fig.1. Visual context in terms of distances (∆x, ∆y) in horizontal and vertical 

directions respectively between two objects. 

A set of features called local binary patterns (LBP) [21] 
is widely used recently.  Although it has not been proved 
to be sparse coding feature, it is simple and efficient on 
image feature extraction and classification. We extended 
the original LBP features to the new features illustrated in 
Fig.2. 

 
Fig.2. 256 extend LBP features (receptive field=3×3 pixels, each of which is 
computed by a sum of eight pairs of differences between pixels(labels=0~7) 
and  the central pixel (label=8). The gray box represents weight 1 while the 

black box represents weight –1. 
 

LBP (local binary patterns) [24] is a kind of binary code 
for representing one of 256 patterns for image blocks of 
3×3 pixels. The original LBP code features only output a 
discrete number from 0~255 to encode an image block 
pattern instead of producing a continuous comparable 
value for a local image pattern.  We extend LBP features 
by assigning them continuous output with the following 
function: 
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where the vector ix =(xi0 xi1 ... xi8) represents the i-th image 
block or receptive field input of  3╳3 pixels, the term ijr  
represents the j-th feature extracted from the i-th image 
block, and  j is a discrete number among 0~255, which 
corresponds to a 8-bit binary code: (b0b1...bk...b7)2, where  
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In our coding system, for each receptive field input ix , 
there are 256 feature neurons extracting the above 
extended LBP features and only the first m neurons having 
the largest responses win through the competition and 
produce outputs with their responses )x('' ijij fr = , where 
j=1~m . To decrease the coding quantity as much as 
possible, m may be set to 1 for enough sparsity. 

III. SINGLE AND POPULATION CELL CODING FOR GAZE 
MOVEMENT CONTROL  

 

 
(a) Single-cell-coding through winner-take-all in the third layer. 

 

 (b) Population-cell-coding in the third layer.  

Fig.3. Coding structure of visual context representation and gaze movement 
controlling 

For the convenience of comparison and discussion, a 
unified neural coding structure is designed for single and 
population cell coding, and is illustrated in Fig.3.  The 
coding structure consists of two parts. The first part is 
image content coding, which includes the first three layers: 
the first layer - input neurons, the second layer - feature 
neurons, and the third layer – single or population cell coding 
neurons. The system inputs a local image from a group of 
visual fields at different resolutions, extracts features and 
encodes the current visual field image in terms of linking 
weights between the third layer and the second layer. The 



 
 

 

second part is the spatial relationship coding part, which 
includes the last two layers: the third layer - coding neurons 
and the fourth layer – movement control neurons. It encodes 
the spatial relation between two objects or between an 
object and its environmental points in terms of the linking 
weights between the third layer and the fourth layer, which 
correspond to the horizontal and vertical shift distances 
(Δx, Δy) from the center position (x, y) in the current 
visual field to the center of targets. These two parts 
naturally incorporate into an entire one. They cooperate to 
code the image content and the spatial relationship on 
current visual field image at a larger resolution, and then 
move from the center of the current visual field to the 
center of the target. This coding procedure is run in a 
repeated mode from the largest visual field to the smallest 
visual field. 

A. Coding of visual field image content 
The coding neuron(s), whether it is single cell or 

population cells that win(s) through mutual competition, 
represent(s) different visual field image patterns. With 
reference to Fig. 3, the k-th coding neuron receives inputs 
weighted with wk,ij from the ij-th feature neuron with the j-th 
feature response r’ij for its i-th receptive field image input ix . 

Therefore, a coding neuron’s response Rk=F( x ), for the 
visual field image x =( 1x 2x  ••• Nx )  which is composed of 

the receptive field inputs ix (1≤i≤N),  is:  

Rk=F( x )=F(( 1x , 2x , •••, Nx )) 
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where the weights wk,ij is obtained at the coding or training  
stage according to Hebbian rule wk,ij=αRkrij, in which Rk is set 
to 1 to represent the response of the k-th coding neuron 
generated for representing a new visual field image pattern, α 
is set as 1 for simplification, rij is the response of the j-th 
feature neuron for receptive field input ix , r’ij =f’j( ix ) 
belongs to the first m features that have the largest responses 
among the total feature responses {rij}(j=0~255) at the testing 
stage. All the weights wk,ij will be normalized to length 1 for 
unified similarity computation and comparison. 

B. Coding for gaze movement control 
Gaze movement control is the key aspect for visual object 
research, which is implemented in the structure that consists 
of two layers of neurons: coding neurons and movement 
control neurons (see Fig.3). The movement control neurons, 
divided into Δ x and Δ y neurons, represent the target 
position (Δx, Δy) based on the current gaze point (x, y) (the 
center of the current visual field image). For the current visual 
field image input, the first M coding neurons which have the 
largest responses play a main role in activating the movement 
control neurons.  If M=1, it is the single-cell-coding and 
controlling mechanism, otherwise it is the 

population-cell-coding mechanism.  The responses of gaze 
movement control neurons can be formulated as:  
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where Ri is the response of the i-th coding neuron among the 
M coding neurons. The terms ixw , and iyw ,  are the 
connecting weights from the i-th coding neuron to the 
movement control neurons in x and y directions respectively.  
Both of them are calculated based on the  Hebbian rule:  

ixw , =αΔxi Ri ,  iyw , =αΔyi Ri                       (6) 

where Δxi and Δyi are the responses of movement control 
neurons, which equal to the distances from the current gaze 
point to the center of the target when Ri  is the response of the 
i-th coding neuron that is generated for representing a new 
spatial relationship at learning or coding stage from the 
current visual field image.  At learning or coding stage, the 
learning rate parameter α and the response Ri  can be set to 1 
for simplifying calculation. Thus, formulae (5) can be 
rewritten as: 
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Formula (7) means that the gaze movement distances 
produced at the perception stage is the sum of the spatial 
relationship coded at the learning stage, which is weighted by 
the response(s) of the single coding neuron (M=1) or the 
population coding neurons(M≥1).  
 

C. Algorithm description 
The system’s coded visual context is preserved in the weights 
of the neural coding structure. The Hebbian rule is the 
fundamental learning or coding rule, i.e., wij=αRiRj, where wij 
is connecting weights; α is the learning rate; Ri and Rj are the 
responses of two neurons which are connected mutually. 
Coding algorithm is described as follows: 
 

1. Input a local image from a visual field centered at the 
gaze point, and perceive the target’s shift distances (Δ
x, Δy); 

2. If the perceived result (Δx, Δy) is not correct, generate 
a new coding neuron (let response R=1); else go to 4; 

3. Code or compute connecting weights between the new 
coding neuron and feature neurons and that between the 
new coding neuron and two movement control neurons 
(responses RΔx=Δx and    RΔy =Δy) using the Hebbian 
rule wij=αRiRj; 

4. Move current gaze point to the center of the target in the 
current visual field and change the visual field to a 
smaller one; 

5. Go to 1, until all scales of visual fields and all given 
initial starting gaze points are coded. 



 
 

 

Fig.4 describes the target search procedure in terms of gaze 
movements starting from any given gaze point that is 
initialized to be the center of the visual field at the largest 
resolution. According to the visual context coding memory, 
the system perceives image input from the largest visual 
field to the smallest visual field and moves the gazes in a 
repeated mode until the system ensures that the center of the 
visual field at the lowest resolution is the center of the target 
(i.e. the shift distances are zero (Δx=0, Δy=0)). The coding 
or target search procedure is illustrated in Fig.5. 
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Fig.4. Target search in terms of gaze movement driven by single or 

population cell coding. 
 

 

 

 

 

(a) Five visual fields centered at the target center (the eye center). 

 

 

 
(b) Five visual field images (16×16 pixels, scales=5, 4, 3, 2 and 1) 

sub-sampled from the original image (320×214 pixels). 

 

 

 

 

 
(c) The spatial relationship between the target center and the any given 

starting gaze point. 

 

 

 

 

 
(d) encoding the content of visual field images and the spatial relationship 
between target centers and gaze points, or searching the target according to 
the visual context coded, gradually from largest visual field to smaller ones 

(here two scales of visual fields are shown). 

Fig.5. Illustration of gradual spatial relationship coding or target search. 

D. Learning properties of single and population coding 
From the above coding or learning algorithm, it can be 

learned that the neural structure codes the “support weight 
vectors” that distribute on the borders between different 
visual context categories. With references to Fig.6, there are 
four visual context classes coded with weight vectors W1, W2, 
W3, and W4.  A visual field image input X firstly is projected 
to single or population classes according to its first M largest 
projections to the four class vectors, and then it is mapped to 
target positions according to the connections from single or 
population coding neurons to the movement control neurons. 
The number of such “support weight vectors” is dependent on 
the visual context categories in images. For the 
single-cell-coding, the reconstruction of an input X is 
equivalent to its largest projection to one of the four class 
vectors. Obviously, the reconstruction error is larger than the 
error of the population coding which reconstructs the input X 
with a group of largest projections and makes the 
reconstructed X’ close enough to the original input X, 
especially when using the dual-basis method. This learning 
property theoretically verifies our hypothesis.  
 

           
(a) Single-cell-coding               (b) Population-cell-coding 

Fig.6. Comparison of reconstruction effects between two coding 
mechanisms. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON CODING FOR GAZE MOVEMENT 
CONTROL IN TARGET SEARCH 

Two experiments were carried out to experimentally verify 
our hypothesis.  The results of these two experiments reflect 
the efficiency and performance of the single and the 
population coding and are obtained by searching the left 
eyeball center based on a set of still face images in a database 
provided by the University of Bern [22]. In this database, 
totally there are 300 images (320×214 pixels) with 30 people 
(ten images each person) in ten different poses. The mean 
radius of the eyeballs of these 30 persons is 4.02 pixels. Fig.7 
illustrates the first ten images.  

 
Fig.7. Face database of the University of Bern (320x214 pixels) 

A. Coding Structures 
We designed two coding systems respectively using the 

single-cell-coding and the population-cell-coding 



 
 

 

mechanisms. A group of visual fields at 5 scales (256×256, 
128×128, 64×64, 32×32 and 16×16 pixels) are used to input 
local images from the training and test images (320×214 
pixels). For each scale or resolution, there is the same number 
of 16×16 input neuron array with different intervals (16, 8, 4, 
2 and 1 pixels). Thus, there are totally 5×16×16=1280 
neurons in the first layer of the neural coding structure. With 
reference to Fig.2, there are 256 kinds of LBP features for 5 
visual fields with different resolutions, and the size of 
receptive field of each feature neuron is 3×3 pixels, which has 
1/2 overlap between neighboring receptive fields, thus there 
are totally 5×256×[16-(3-1)] 2=250880 feature neurons 
respectively in two systems, in which only 
250880×(1/256)=980 neurons (the first m largest responding 
feature neurons, m=1 for sparsity, see Section 2) contribute to 
activate the single or population coding neurons in  the third 
layer. The number of coding neurons in the third layer is 
dependent on the natural categories of visual context patterns 
that the system learned. The number of gaze movement 
control neurons in the fourth layer is 2. These two control 
neurons should output the value in a range from –8 to 7 to 
represent 16 positions in x and y directions respectively, 
corresponding to 16×16 input neuron array for all the five 
visual fields in the first layer. 

B. Experiments on gaze movement for target search 
 

 
Fig.8. Training for coding visual context between the eye center and a 

group of initial gaze points in an even distribution. 

 
Fig.9. Testing for gaze movement for search the eye center from a 

group of initial gaze points in a random distribution. 

Two experiments were carried out for each system.  
Therefore, totally four experiments were done on the face 
database from the University of Bern for searching and 
locating left eye centers.  

As illustrated in Fig.8 and 9, visual context coding was 
with a group of initial gaze points in an even distribution 
while testing was with a group of initial gaze points in a 

random distribution. The systems were trained or tested from 
these initial gaze points to code the context or search the eye 
centers. 

In the first experiment (Exp. 1) for two systems, 30 images 
of 30 people (one frontal image each person) were coded with 
368 initial gaze points on each image, and the rest of 270 
images were tested at 48 random initial gaze points on each 
image. In the second experiment (Exp. 2) for two systems, 90 
images of 9 people (10 images each one) were coded and the 
rest of 210 images were tested with initial gaze points as Exp. 
1. The number of total feature neurons in layer 2, the number 
of total coding neurons in layer 3, the number of connections 
between feature neurons and coding neurons and the average 
locating error are listed in Table I. 

TABLE I 
PERFORMANCES OF THE TWO CODING SYSTEMS (M: MILLION) 

number of 
coding neurons 
in layer 3 

number of 
connections 
between feature 
neurons and 
coding neurons 
(M) 

average  
locating 
error/standard 
deviation of 
locating error 
 (pixels) 

Coding 
system  

numbe
r of 
feature 
neuron
s in 
layer 2

Exp.1 Exp.2 Exp.1 Exp.2 Exp.1 Exp.2 

Single cell 980 25614 77208 5.02 15.13 4.65/
7.09

4.82/
5.67 

Population 
cell 980 32961 99549 6.46 19.51 2.97/

4.66
2.30/
2.21 

The number of population coding neurons which can 
activate movement control neurons is a dynamical value 
that is decided by the ratio of the sum of the responses of 
the first M largest responding coding neurons to the sum 
of the responses of the total coding neurons. According to 
our experimental results, the best search accuracy could be 
obtained when this ratio is set to 1%. The mean radius of the 
eyeballs in the database is approximately 4.02 pixels. Table I 
shows the average locating error decreases of Exp.1 and 
Exp.2 are 1.68 pixels (from 4.65 to 2.97 pixels) and 2.52 
pixels (from 4.82 to 2.3 pixels) respectively by using two 
coding mechanisms, which means the average locating 
positions by using single coding is outside the average 
borders of the eyeball objects and that by using population 
coding is inside the borders of the objects. It can be calculated 
that the population coding system reached an average 
locating error that is 44.4% lower than the locating error 
provided by the single-cell-coding system at the cost of 
22.4% more coding neurons and connections. Simultaneously, 
the decreases of standard deviations of locating error for 
Exp.1 and Exp.2 are 2.43 pixels (from7.09 to 4.66 pixels) and 
3.46 pixels (from 5.67 to 2.21 pixels) respectively by using 
two coding mechanisms, which indicate significant standard 
deviation decreases of 34.3% and 61% respectively. The 
large improvements can be found from the above two groups 
of experiment comparison in terms of means and standard 
deviations.   

 



 
 

 

V. DISCUSSION 
Winner-take-all or maximum a posteriori principles used 

in much work is similar to the single-cell-coding mechanism. 
In this paper, we proposed a hypothesis that 
population-cell-coding is more suitable for representing 
the context that contains more than one objects and their 
spatial relationship and controlling the gaze motion for 
target search than single-cell-coding mechanism. The 
hypothesis is verified theoretically and experimentally.  
Our experimental results indicated that the 
population-cell-coding made the reconstructed error 
smaller than the error obtained by using of the 
single-cell-coding, and it reached a target locating 
accuracy 44.4% higher than the locating accuracy of 
single-cell-coding only at the cost of coding 22.4% more 
information. The significant decreases of standard deviations 
of locating error, 34.3% and 61%, can be also found from the 
two experiment comparisons.  

Although the experiment was carried out on searching 
one object, the system can be easily extended to detect 
multiple objects by training the system to learn the context 
between any positions and the objects. Similar to the 
coding features used in references [11, 26], the intensity 
and orientation features with a receptive field of 2×2 pixels 
had been adopted to implement the single-cell coding 
system [25]. Compared with those two kinds of features, 
the extended LBP feature with a receptive field of 3×3 
pixels in this paper, is a kind of contrast features, and has a 
larger coding range. As a result, a less coding quantity can 
be achieved.  For example, using the extended LBP feature 
only need 980 coding neurons to achieve the locating error 
of 5.02 pixels (see Table I), compared with the 2250 
coding neurons generated to achieve the locating error of 
5.74 pixels [25]. In the future study, both two aspects of 
the coding quantity and the search accuracy should be 
enhanced further to make the context coding and visual 
searching techniques more practical.    
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